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Office of the Vice Provost for Instruction
A note from the Vice Provost
Dear Faculty, 
 
These days continue to be challenging for us all. Amidst our angst, I often
wonder about our students and how they are doing. Fortunately, I’ve had
opportunities to be with them and listen to their concerns. In a recent
student listening session, I was intrigued by the degree to which students
commented positively on their classroom experiences. Without exception,
the group of 20 affirmed the faithful efforts of our faculty in offering
meaningful instruction. Also, these same students lamented the loss of in-
person time with their peers and with faculty. Notably, I have heard from
many faculty members that they too miss the interpersonal interactions that
come with teaching in labs and classrooms. Sometimes, in the rush of our
days, it can be easy to forget the power of presence in the teaching practice. Given the physically
distanced world in which we are living, the power of being present is heightened by both faculty and
students. We want to be together. We want to be included.  We want to be connected.  And we all
want to be valued.  Instead of focusing on our differences, we are finding ways to be connected.
That the notion of inclusivity is something all of you, our faculty, are committed to doing so that out
students, with all of their diverse perspectives, are welcomed and valued.  Although we are
physically distanced, many of you still find a way to be present, to be inclusive, and to be
compassionate. I am grateful and so are your students. 
 
In today's Teaching Matters newsletter, I have the pleasure of affirming four awards for teaching
practice and in each of these cases, the power of presence is clearly embraced by these individuals
and department. As part of this celebration of teaching excellence, I offer one quote for your
enjoyment:
 
AU Individual Teaching Excellence Award – Dr. Susan Murray, HCOB
 “Providing an inclusive environment is important to me as an instructor to maximize student
learning and as a community member to strengthen and promote community bonds”
 
AU Online Teaching Excellence Award – Dr. Daniel Kaminstein, MCG 
“We can either turn our backs on the challenge as too difficult and too cumbersome or we can take
joy in the journey and encourage students to do the same” 
 
AU Scholarship of Teaching and Learning Award – Dr. Craig Albert, AHSS
“Dr. Albert understands what so many in higher education seem to have forgotten. When you put
students’ interests first, everything else falls into place.” 
 
AU Program Teaching Excellence Award – History, Anthropology, and Philosophy
“After reviewing the Gardner Institute's data on which populations of students struggled in our
courses, and conducting our own surveys and focus groups with instructors, we identified study
skills and student engagement as points of concern. In response, we engaged on a pilot program
with the Academic Success Center to embed tutors in the courses of concern and provide a uniform
study skills session to the students. Faculty also pledged to incorporate cooperative learning
strategies in their classrooms to increase student engagement with the material and with their fellow
students.”



CII Announces Boundless Teaching Award
Winners
Boundless Teaching is teaching that defies the limits of
excellence.  It is exemplified by a faculty’s enthusiasm, passion
and effectiveness in positively impacting students in physical
and or digital learning spaces.  The Center of Instructional
Innovation is pleased to announce the inaugural recipients of
the Boundless Teaching Award.

Bachelor of Social Work Simulation
Sessions
The Augusta University Interdisciplinary Simulation
Center serves all of the healthcare and allied programs
at Augusta University.  This month we are focusing on
simulations conducted this semester with the Augusta
University Bachelor of Social Work program, directed by
Dr. Jessica Ziembroski, MSW, PhD.  In these
simulations, undergraduate students work together to
hone their interpersonal skills in interactive simulation
sessions.

Faculty Workshop - International Virtual
Exchange: Nov 18th
The Virtual Exchange workshop is designed to introduce
university faculty members to the concept of virtual international
programming, overviewing the types and structures that exist to
support virtual internationalization of university coursework as
well as the benefits and advantages of the virtual format.  During
the session, a variety of real virtual exchange session examples
will be presented to illustrate possibilities, with ample time left for
discussion, Q&A, and brainstorming.

Veterans Day Display
In 2018, on the one hundredth anniversary of the
Armistice for World War One, November 11, 1918,
Reese Library of the University Libraries hosted a
Veteran’s Day display entitled “Our Family of Veterans.”
Veteran’s Day is recognized annually at the eleventh
hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month, as that
was when the Armistice went into effect. This display
featured photographs of faculty and staff who had

 
Sincerely,
 
Zach Kelehear
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served as veterans, and their relatives who had also
served in the U.S. Armed Forces since World War One.

INQR Proposal Applications are now OPEN
INQR 1000 applications are OPEN and we invite you to apply for next
Fall 2021 and/or Spring 2022.  INQR is a 1 credit hour core course,
meeting 1.25 hours per week for 10 weeks.  Students participate in
project-based learning and the culminating event, INQR EXPO, takes
place on the last day of classes.  The deadline for proposing (with
signatures) is November 13!

IPSO Launches New International Case
Management System
The International and Postdoctoral Services Office has
successfully launched its new international case
management system that will make processes smoother
and less time-consuming for clients. It will also help us
ensure compliance with federal immigration regulations
and secure and protect the sensitive information of our
clients.

Augusta University’s Institutional
Repository
The University Libraries recently added three new
collections to Scholarly Commons, Augusta University’s
institutional repository. The University Libraries offer
advisory support to faculty who want to create open
access journal publications or have questions regarding
copyright, author rights, and publisher contracts. 

Student Updates
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Career Services November Events
Career Services will be offering sessions in
November to help prepare for future careers.
Students can register for any program via their
Handshake account under the events tab or by
contacting Career Services @
careercenter@augusta.edu or 706-737-1604.

New Student Fellowships
CURS is excited to announce three new
student fellowships for undergraduate
researchers.  The Community Impact
Fellowship, Fellowship for Enhancing Equity
and Diversity, and the CURS International
Researcher Fellowship will support students in
their hands-on learning through scholarship
outside the classroom.

JJSP Mentors & Mentees "Walk
the River"
Jaguar Jumpstart is a learning community
consisting of 97 freshmen students and 6
sophomore mentors, designed to assist with
academic success and social belonging at AU.

Academic Success Center/INQR
Update
The Fall 2020 Progress report went out and we
had a 77% faculty response rate. Folks at the
ASC have reached out to students and we saw
a 33% increase in appointments made this year
compared to last year.

International Education Week Nov
16-20
International Education week will be celebrated
November 16-20 at Augusta
University. “International Education Week is
an opportunity to celebrate the benefits of
international education and exchange
worldwide.

Honors Students Present at 2020
NCHC Conference
Ten of our thirteen accepted students
represented Augusta University Honors
Program at the annual National Collegiate
Honors Council Conference.
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Need to refer back to a recent issue of the Office of Instruction and Innovation’s Teaching Matters? 
Each monthly issue of Teaching Matters has also been preserved in Scholarly Commons.  A note by
the Vice Provost for Instruction, Dr. Zach Kelehear, introduces the issue each month.  Table of
Contents include information in the areas of Innovation Updates, Faculty and Staff Updates, and
Student Updates. See the complete collection on the Augusta University Open Repository

View Previous Teaching Matters Issues
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CII Announces Boundless Teaching Award Winners
The Center of Instructional Innovation is pleased to announce the
inaugural recipients of the Boundless Teaching Award.
 
Jason Orlosky, PhD – Undergraduate Health Professions, AHS
Lori Bolgla, PhD – Physical Therapy, AHS
Marlene Call, PhD – Biobehavioral Nursing, CON
E. Nicole Meyer, PhD – English and World Languages, AHSS
Sandrine Catris, PhD – History, Anthropology and Philosophy,
AHSS
Soma Mukhopadhyay, PhD – Biology, CSM
 
Boundless Teaching is teaching that defies the limits of
excellence.  It is exemplified by a faculty’s enthusiasm, passion and effectiveness in positively
impacting students in physical and or digital learning spaces.
 
This biannual award was created by the CII to encourage and recognize this level of excellence. 
Each recipient in their own way has shown great compassion and care for their teaching and
students.  Future recipients will come from peer and student nominations conducted through the CII
website. 
 
Congratulations to the winners and thank you for your commitment to excellence and Augusta
University.
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Bachelor of Social Work Simulation Sessions
The Augusta University Interdisciplinary Simulation Center serves
all of the healthcare and allied programs at Augusta University. 
This month we are focusing on simulations conducted this
semester with the Augusta University Bachelor of Social Work
program, directed by Dr. Jessica Ziembroski, MSW, PhD.  In
these simulations, undergraduate students work together to hone
their interpersonal skills in interactive simulation sessions.  Dr.
Ziembroski shared the details of this simulation activity, stating
that “the learning objectives [are] to understand relevant social
work research, theory, and best practice guidelines and apply
those to provide effective services to diverse populations.” In describing the details of the session,
she further elaborated, “The activities in the lab focused on core social work practice skills that
students must possess to work with clients in diverse settings. These include creating rapport,
interviewing skills, anticipating the needs of the client, and de-escalation of conflict.” 
 
As this was the first simulation of its kind for the program, student and faculty feedback is critical in
evaluating and fine-tuning the experience moving forward.  Dr. Ziembroski observed that “Both
student and faculty feedback support that [the simulation experience] is extremely productive in the
teaching and demonstration of critical social work practice skills. Role plays and real time feedback
from faculty, in sessions that are that are videotaped and analyzed later, provide invaluable
instruction for students. [This experience] is irreplaceable for students to understand their
presentation in a professional setting.”
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Faculty Workshop - International Virtual Exchange: Nov 18th
Wednesday November 18th, 2020
3:00-4:00pm; Virtual (register in advance to get workshop
details)
Hosted by the Global Learning Collective and the Study
Abroad Office 
 
The Virtual Exchange workshop is designed to introduce
university faculty members to the concept of virtual international
programming, overviewing the types and structures that exist to
support virtual internationalization of university coursework as well
as the benefits and advantages of the virtual format.  During the
session, a variety of real virtual exchange session examples will
be presented to illustrate possibilities, with ample time left for
discussion, Q&A, and brainstorming.
The session will be hosted by the Global Learning Collective, a small consortium of regionally-
based and specialized international program partner organizations.  The Study Abroad Office
encourages faculty to attend and see just how easy it is to help bring international opportunities to
our classrooms for students.   
Please register in advance for the session.  We look forward to the conversation!
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Veterans Day Display
In 2018, on the one hundredth anniversary of the Armistice for World War One, November 11, 1918,
Reese Library of the University Libraries hosted a Veteran’s Day display entitled “Our Family of
Veterans.” Veteran’s Day is recognized annually at the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the
eleventh month, as that was when the Armistice went into effect. This display featured photographs
of faculty and staff who had served as veterans, and their relatives who had also served in the U.S.
Armed Forces since World War One. Over thirty-five veterans were recognized for their service,
representing all branches of the military, including the Army Air Corps, the precursor to the Air
Force. David Kearns, Senior Staff Assistant for Reference and Government Information, stated
“having a veteran instills pride, personally and within the family. By installing this display and sharing
our family veterans with one another, we extend that sense of family to the university. This creates
bonds through our shared experiences that we often keep private.”  
 
This year, the Libraries will be hosting the updated display at Greenblatt Library, creating a biennial
tradition, shared between the Health Sciences and Summerville campuses. The display will be
installed November 10, 2020, and will be available for viewing on the Second Floor of Greenblatt
Library through the end of the year. For more information on the “Our Family of Veterans” display,
contact Sandra Bandy at Greenblatt Library or David Kearns at Reese Library.
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INQR Proposal Applications are now OPEN
INQR 1000 applications are OPEN and we invite you to apply for next Fall
2021 and/or Spring 2022.
INQR is a 1 credit hour core course, meeting 1.25 hours per week for 10
weeks.  Students participate in project-based learning and the culminating
event, INQR EXPO, takes place on the last day of classes.
There are two options for teaching INQR: Designing Your Life OR
Discipline-Based.  
 
Option A: Designing Your Life
A semi-structured curriculum designed to encourage students to move
beyond a job title and work toward uncovering their purpose.
 
Option B: Discipline-Based
A topic-driven seminar which uses active learning strategies to emphasize the importance of asking
questions in the process of learning.
 
Since its inception in 2014, a total of 93 instructors from across all disciplines have created
interesting, discussion-based courses designed to engage students on the front end of college. 
Hmmm, sounds intriguing, but why would I want to do this, you may ask?

First, INQR is a great recruiting tool to encourage first or second year students to consider
majoring in your area by exposing them to research within your discipline.
Secondly, INQR 1000 provides a potential space for Learning Communities to bond together
and create a sense of belonging.
Finally, there is a Professional Development Grant $1000/class which is designed to support
faculty in their effort to attend conferences (perhaps virtually this year), present papers, and/or
acquire materials needed for research. 

Please visit the First Year Experience website for more information about INQR 1000
https://www.augusta.edu/fye/inqr-application.php   
The deadline for proposing (with signatures) is November 13!
PROPOSAL APPLICATION Links: 
(Option A): https://ghsu.wufoo.com/forms/z1laprqj19qmyw1/
(Option B):  https://ghsu.wufoo.com/forms/z1bha8sk15l799u/
 
Contact Dr. Elizabeth Huggins, Director FYE/SYE, for more information: ehuggins@augusta.edu
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IPSO Launches New International Case Management System
The International and Postdoctoral Services Office has
successfully launched its new international case management
system that will make processes smoother and less time-
consuming for clients. It will also help us ensure compliance with
federal immigration regulations and secure and protect the
sensitive information of our clients.
 
This new system includes an online portal, called AU
International, that international students, scholars, and employees, as well as department
managers, will use to complete e-forms and interact with our office. There is also a powerful
application that IPSO staff will use to review and approve e-forms, communicate with clients, track
cases, and create federal immigration forms.
 
We offer a huge thanks to Tiffany Takahashi who patiently and successfully led our IPSO team, and
to the entire IT project team for their encouraging collaboration with IPSO as we implemented this
new system. We would not have been able to do this without so much real commitment in the midst
of a worldwide pandemic.
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Augusta University’s Institutional Repository
The University Libraries recently added three new collections to Scholarly Commons, Augusta
University’s institutional repository. 
 
Masters of Health Science in Occupational Therapy Capstone Projects,
The Department of Occupational Therapy is archiving their Master’s degree in
Occupational Therapy student capstone presentations as either an oral session or
poster for the clinical community.  This growing collection has freely accessible
records and records that have an embargo date which will be released in the near
future.  These records showcase excellence in scholarship produced by exemplary
students and their work. Audio portions are displayed in mp4 format.
 
Augusta Library and Medical Society is a collection consisting of letters and
handwritten speeches presented at the meetings of the Augusta Library and
Medical Society as well as the revised constitution of the Society in the 1870s. Medical College of
Georgia faculty were prominent members of the Society.
 
From the constitution it is known that the objectives of the Society were the formation of a library
and reading room; the advancement and dissemination of medical knowledge; and the furtherance
and protection of the interests of the medical profession. Membership to the Society was open to
graduates of medical colleges who followed the American Medical Association's code of ethics.
Reading of original papers, voluntary communications, and impromptu discussions were the primary
activities of the Society. Residential members paid an annual twelve dollars while non-residential
members paid an annual six dollars.
 

Heritage Unit News, 
Each month the Heritage Unit, the combined University Libraries
departments of Reese Library Special Collection and Institutional Archives
and the Greenblatt Library Historical Collections and Archives, post new
blogs that focus on a rare book, finding aid, historical publication,
photograph, artifact, archival records, or an object found in their respected
collections.  These blogs have been collected together for historical
preservation in Scholarly Commons. 
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New Student Fellowships
CURS is excited to announce three new student fellowships for
undergraduate researchers.  The Community Impact Fellowship,
Fellowship for Enhancing Equity and Diversity, and the CURS
International Researcher Fellowship will support students in their
hands-on learning through scholarship outside the classroom.
Encourage your students to apply!
To learn more or support the fellowships, please visit
AUGUSTA.EDU/CURS.
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JJSP Mentors & Mentees "Walk the River"
aguar Jumpstart is a learning community consisting of 97
freshmen students and 6 sophomore mentors, designed to assist
with academic success and social belonging at AU.
Recently, JAG Pal Mentors hosted a “Walk the River” to engage
students in casual conversations while walking 3.5 miles along
the Augusta Canal Trailhead.  Surprisingly, none of the students
had ever seen the canal walk!  It was the perfect opportunity to
share something special about the city of Augusta, while casually
talking about classes, final exams and registration.  This event
truly reflected our Engage 2 Explore theme!
This year, promises to be exciting – stay tuned for more about JJSP. For suggestions about
potential activities, please contact Elizabeth Huggins at ehuggins@augusta.edu
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Academic Success Center/INQR Update
The Fall 2020 Progress report went out and we had a 77% faculty
response rate. Folks at the ASC have reached out to students
and we saw a 33% increase in appointments made this year
compared to last year. Thank you to all that responded and we
will keep everyone in the loop moving forward!
 
National Transfer Student Appreciation week was October 19-23.
One in five undergraduate students at Augusta University is a
transfer student, so we have a lot to appreciate! Transfer students
were invited to grab t-shirt at the ASC and to play Pictionary
together on Teams Wednesday afternoon. The ASC also supports Tau Sigma, the transfer student
honor society started two years ago. The honor society currently has 77 members.
 
For the first time ever…..500 students and 26 INQR classes presented their findings on-line rather
than the usual face to face celebration in the JSAC Ballroom.  Students and Faculty were invited to
participate on Box, commenting (and respond) to the variety of projects.  Many thanks to IT
Services and the INQR Faculty themselves for supporting this technological achievement!  For more
information (or an invitation to participate), please email Dr. Elizabeth Huggins at
ehuggins@augusta.edu.
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International Education Week Nov 16-20
International Education week will be celebrated November 16-20
at Augusta University. “International Education Week is an
opportunity to celebrate the benefits of international education
and exchange worldwide. This joint initiative of the U.S.
Department of State and the U.S. Department of Education is part
of [the effort] to promote programs that prepare Americans for a
global environment and attract future leaders from abroad to
study, learn, and exchange experiences in the United
States.” Learn more through the Department of State's website
(link)
 
The Study Abroad Office will host virtual events throughout the week to encourage students to
learn more about study abroad.  Also, the Study Abroad Office will be featuring a photo raffle and
sharing fun facts on social media throughout the week. WE ENCOURAGE ALL TO PARTICIPATE
IN OUR SOCIAL MEDIA INITIATIVES AND ATTEND A VIRTUAL EVENT!
 
Link to events: https://www.augusta.edu/studyabroad/iew.php
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Honors Students Present at 2020 NCHC Conference
Ten of our thirteen accepted students represented Augusta
University Honors Program at the annual National Collegiate
Honors Council Conference.
 
Accepted Applicants for 2020 NCHC Conference 
Yudee Amanamba - Blinding Crystals: Monosodium Urate and
Diabetic Retinopathy 
Caleb Jensen - ATAD3A as a novel mitochondrial oncogene in
head and neck squamous cell carcinoma
Lauren Jackson - Implementing the Healthy Approach to Mental Health at Augusta University 
Caroline Graham - Financial Literacy: Measurement and Improvement Strategies 
Ananya Chakraborty - Pancreatic Stellate Nox1-Derived ROS Facilitate Invasion of Pancreatic
Cancer Cells through Matrix Metalloproteinase 9 
Eyana Thomas - Design and Synthesis of Metformin Conjugates as Anticancer Agents 
Nicole Morel - Human Sex Trafficking in the Augusta Circuit Area 
Brooklyn Zwinklis - Creating a Dominant-Negative Tinagl1 Mutant to Establish an Asymmetrical
Craniofacial Model 
Margaret Wade - Design and Synthesis of Selective COX-2 Inhibitors as Potential Anti-inflammatory
Agents 
Queen Tran - Curcumin Conjugates as Potential Therapeutics for Breast Cancer
Sam Kunkel - Trainee Therapist Personality and its Impacts on Technique Usage and Helpfulness
Ratings 
Matthew Zimmerman - An Investigation of a Rare Plant Species, Pediomelum piedmontanum 
 
Steven Nicosia, one of our Honors Program Nursing students, won first place at the American
Psychiatric Nurse Association Conference for his research poster. The full story is post in Jagwire. 
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